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Abstract

subcomponents forming the constituents of the system architecture.

We introduce the formal notion of an interaction interface. Its purpose is to specify formally the interaction between two or more components that co-operate as subsystems of a distributed system. We suggest the use of interaction interfaces for the description not of the behaviour
of a single component in isolation but of the interface, the
co-operation, between two or more components that are interacting within a distributed system. Typical examples are
the interaction between an embedded system and its environment or the interaction between a sender and a receiver
in a communication protocol. An interaction interface can
be formally described by predicates characterising sets of
interaction histories. We understand the specification of interaction histories as a typical step in system development
that prepares the decomposition of a system into interacting subcomponents. After fixing the distribution structure
of the system, an interaction interface is worked out that
describes how the introduced subcomponents interact. In
a successive development step we systematically derive the
individual component specifications from the interface description. We show how such an interaction interface can be
decomposed systematically into component specifications.

In such a systematic development process, we are, in a
first step, not mainly interested in the specification of the
behaviour of the various components of a system, called the
component black box specification, but rather in the description of the interaction between these components. Such a
proceeding is typical for the development steps of software
architectures where we are, in particular, aiming at the decomposition of a system into subsystems, called the components of the system, that realise the required system services by means of co-operation. We call the description
of the interaction between components an interaction interface specification. After fixing the architecture, we develop
component specifications based on the description of the interaction.

1. Introduction
When developing distributed and interacting systems, a
classical top down proceeding begins with a problem analysis followed by a requirements capture and the specification
of the required system services. The specification describes
the required black box behaviour of the overall system. In
further development steps, the system is decomposed into

There are several branches of software engineering that
suggest the modelling of the interaction between components as a major step in requirements engineering or in design, preparing and complementing the modelling and specification of the behaviour of components in isolation. This
is typical for the development of reactive embedded systems, for software architectures, for a number of design
patterns (see [6]), and for the description of communication protocols in telecommunication applications. There,
mainly graphical descriptions of interaction instances are
used such as the message sequence charts (MSCs) as they
are described in [9] as a spin-off of SDL or the process diagrams of GRAPES (see [7]). MSCs have found their way
also into object-oriented analysis techniques for representing so-called use-cases (see [8]) or scenarios (cf. [10, 2, 5]).
We consider MSCs as an example of a semiformal description technique that can be turned into a formal description
method by providing a formal semantics. We do not present

such a formal definition of the meaning of MSCs here, but
work with a formal notion of instances of interaction right
away.
In the following, we show how the notion of an interaction interface can be described by formal means and how
an interaction interface can be systematically refined into
component descriptions. We introduce, in particular, a formal model for interaction interfaces and relate it to a formal
model of the functional behaviour of components.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the formal concept of an interaction interface. Section
3 provides an analysis of the idea of an interaction interface and introduces general timing and causality requirements for interface specifications. Furthermore, other techniques for modelling interaction interfaces such as traces
and graphical models are briefly discussed. In Section 4 we
show how to derive component specifications from an interaction interface specification. In Section 5 we discuss
differences between safety and liveness properties in the
deduction of a component specification from an interface
specification. In Section 6 we study the concept of refinement for interaction interface specifications. In Section 7
we relate this discussion to the notion of realisability of
components. Section 8 contains our conclusions.

components, as it is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, consists of a syntactic and of a semantic part. The syntactic part
is rather straightforward. It is specified by the names, sorts,
and directions of the channels that connect the two components. In this document we graphically denote a component
by a box labeled with the component’s name. We represent
channels by arrows directed from the source to the destination component. Let denote the set of all channels that
are part of the interaction interface. We assume that the set
of channels can be decomposed into the set  of channels
directed from left to right in Fig. 1 and the set  of channels directed from right to left. For concrete applications we
assume, of course, that the channels are typed. More precisely, each channel is assigned a data type that indicates
the sort of the messages that are sent over this channel.
It is helpful to introduce some basic notions and some
specific notation before we go deeper into our subject. We
use streams, i.e. finite or infinite sequences of messages, to
represent communication histories. A timed stream (more
precisely a stream with discrete time) of messages from the
is an element of the set
set
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2. Interaction interfaces
An interaction interface describes the mutual interaction
between two or more components. We concentrate, for
simplicity and convenience, in the following mainly on the
interaction interface between two components. However,
all the ideas presented for this restricted case easily generalise and carry over to the description of the interaction
of larger sets of components. Moreover, also the interaction between a system and its environment can be seen as
a special case of interaction interfaces between two components. We work with a very simple, yet powerful model



A timed stream consists of an infinite sequence of finite sequences of messages. The -th of the finite sequences in
such a stream represents the sequence of messages transmitted on the channel in the -th time interval. Given
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by  we denote the stream of
the first time intervals. Formally  is the restriction of
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By      we denote the finite stream consisting, in that order, of the elements  through  with
  for    . We denote the empty stream
by . Given two (finite or infinite) streams  and  , we

denote their concatenation by   . The operation
yields the number of messages from set in stream . If 
is a timed stream and 
 , we write  for the finite sequence of messages occuring in  at time point . For
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any set we denote the number of its elements by  .
Given a set of channels we write
for the set of all
its valuations. Valuations are the mappings

Figure 1. Graphical Description of the Interaction Interface Between Two Components

of interaction. We assume that the components of a system communicate by exchanging messages asynchronously
via directed channels. An interaction interface between two
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The elements of the set
are also called the communication histories for the channels in . Every valuation 
of the channels in by timed streams assigns a communication history
to every channel  . In such a history,



we represent the stream of the sequences of messages sent
on the channels in each of the time intervals. If the channels are typed then we assume for a valuation  that the
stream
for every channel  contains only messages
of the respective sort.
Given a valuation  and a number  , by









we define the finite valuation in
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Thus  denotes the finite initial segment of the messages
of the first intervals.
Given a valuation  we denote by   the restriction
of the valuation to the channels in the set   ;   is a
valuation in the set  , specified by the formula





 









Throughout this paper, we assume that the set of channels is decomposed into channels in the set  pointing into
one direction and channels in the set  pointing into the
opposite direction. Mathematically speaking, we assume

 and    .
Given channel valuations   and   we write
for the valuation in
where for all channels 
we
specify this valuation by the formulas





   
   












 

Given these basic definitions the interaction interface can be
specified mathematically by a predicate that describes the
set of valuations for the channels in by streams that may
occur during the interaction between the two components.
Formally, corresponds to a mapping















Note that, of course, both components may have further input and output channels that are not part of the interaction
under consideration. In the interface description these channels may be ignored as long as we do not want to describe
situations where the interaction interface depends essentially on the valuations of these additional channels 1 . Only
then this dependency has to be made explicit in the interaction interface. In the following, we ignore the latter case.
Then the interaction interface describes all communication
histories allowed for the channels in that may occur for
the set of possible evaluations for all channels (including, in
particular, the channels not contained in ).
1 In

the literature, authors speak of hidden channels.

3. An operational view on interaction interfaces
In the model introduced above, where we describe the interaction interface by a predicate 
 we assumed
a partitioning of the channel set into the sets  and  , but
we did not take into account the directedness of these channels, semantically. Intuitively, it is clear that the messages
on the channels in  in Fig. 1 are sent and, therefore, exclusively determined by the component on the left while the
messages on the channels in  are determined exclusively
by the component on the right. This causal relationship between the messages and their timing is discussed in more
detail in this section.
We think about the interaction of the two components in
Fig. 1 as follows. In every time interval both components
determine independently their sequences of messages that
they send on their outgoing channels in that time interval.
This idea captures the essence of asynchronous input and
output in directed communication and leads to the formulation of the following property that we require to hold for
any proper specification of a semantic interaction interface.
The semantic interface described by the predicate is
called consistent with respect to time guardedness if for all
¼   of the input channels we have for all
valuations
times  :
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Time guardedness expresses that a component as well as the
environment may react to input received in the -th time interval only in the -th time interval 2 or in later time
intervals. Since we assume that the only way of interaction between a component and its environment is by sending messages on the channels 3 , both the output produced by
the component and the environment in the -th time
interval must only depend on the input they have received
until time interval from their partner component. If every
reaction to an incoming message requires some time and,
therefore, is slightly delayed, time guardedness is a reasonable assumption4.
2 This is a reasonable assumption as long as we assume that our time
granularity is chosen so fine that reaction to input can always only occur
as early as in the next time interval.
3 This excludes a connection by hidden channels that provide information about the future messages for the visible channels.
4 There are other models of interactive systems, of course, that do not
follow such a strict idea of causality.
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Figure 2. Message Sequence Chart for the Standard Case of Successful Communication, with Component E Initiating the Transmission

Time guardedness is a simple idea to model and ensure
the principle of causality between the messages mutually
exchanged in an interaction interface. If the messages are
fixed until time , the messages on the channels in  as well
as the messages on the channels in  can be and have to be
chosen independently of each other in the -th time interval. More precisely, which messages occur in the th interval on the channels in the set  may depend on the
messages on all the channels in   until time but not on
the messages in the -th interval on the channels in the
set  and vice versa. This concept is to be seen in contrast
to the ideas of instantaneous reaction and perfect synchrony
(see Esterel in [1]) where the time model is chosen in a way
that supports a feedback process taking place between two
components within a single time slot.
Another possibility, apart from valuations of directed
channels by streams, for modelling interaction interfaces
are sets of traces. A trace can be associated with a time
guarded function easily as follows. Seen from the perspective of the component to the right in Fig. 1, given the
input sequences     £ for the -th time interval we
get the input stream







     
and given the output sequences     £ we get the
output stream
    
We construct from these two streams the trace consisting always of the output at time point  followed by the input at
time point k . The input and output at time point  are separated from the input and output at time point 
by a time
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that the choice of the order between the messages from
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tick signal . In addition, we may label these messages by
the channel names and interleave these labelled messages in
the sequences  and  leading to the sequences  and  .
We obtain traces of the form







 

 



 



 







In traces, in contrast to our interaction predicates, concurrency is eliminated and the behaviour is represented by linear sequences with the help of interleaving.
More common, in practice, than logical techniques are
graphical descriptions of interaction interfaces such as
MSCs (see [9]) that – in the special case of describing the
interaction between two components – are a graphical representation of traces. An example is shown in Fig. 2. Here,
the labels to the left of E’s axis, and to the right of Q’s axis
denote E’s and Q’s state when sending or receiving messages, respectively. The italic labels to the right of the figure
describe the phase of the communication protocol. However, in contrast to MSCs that describe only one finite instance of a case of interaction (also called a use case or scenario), interaction interfaces represented by predicates characterise all the observable interactions and, therefore, give
a comprehensive description of component requirements.
Example 1 (A simple two-way protocol) We study a simple, symmetric interaction protocol that supports the interaction between two components very much along the lines
of the ABRACADABRA-protocol (see [3]). In the ideal
case the interaction proceeds as shown in Fig. 2. In fact, the
idea of the protocol is that each of the components, as long
 in the trace is arbitrary, since due to the causal independence of these
messages in each time interval they can be represented in any order.
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Figure 3. Message Sequence Chart for Conflicting Interactions

as it is idle, is free to choose to become a sender and to start
a transmission activity with the other component that should
act as a receiver. A problem may occur in this protocol if
both components begin to act as a sender simultaneously
and so try to start their communication concurrently. An
idea to deal with this situation is that in such a case both
components terminate their transmission and retry later. An
MSC that describes this case is shown in Fig. 3.
From these two cases of interaction (the two use cases)
we may conclude the following requirements of the components. The first message a component may send or receive
is the message sreq. If a component received the message
sreq it must send the message eack, if it did not send the
message sreq itself already before, otherwise it has to send
the message ereq. In the second case the transmission is
finished and the component gets into its initial state again.
Otherwise the communication proceeds by the component
receiving a data element and sending the acknowledgement
message dack in return. This ping-pong goes on until the
message ereq issued by the sender indicates the end of the
transmission.
Of course, this is a very simple case where the two use
cases do not overlap as this might happen for components
that may carry out several independent communications by
multiplexing. By the way, the question whether several use
cases described by MSCs should be carried out interleaved
or not is often not answered explicitly in the description
methods. In principle, it is necessary to add textual comments that indicate in which way the MSCs should be interpreted. What is going on in the protocol can also be specified by a state transition diagram for the states of both components as it is given in Fig. 4. We give only one half of it
since the other half is symmetric. Fig. 5 gives the state transition diagram for the individual component. Here the transitions are labelled by patterns of the form
 where

 

Figure 4. State Transition Diagram for the System with two Components.

 is the input message that triggers the transition and  
is the output generated in this transition. If the messages
 or  are replaced by “-” this means that no input is re-
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Figure 5. State Transition Diagram of the
Communication Protocol
this interaction interface is given by a predicate
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where and are the channels that connect the components.
Here







  

    





where
is a set of data messages. To describe the interaction interface formally we first specify a family of simple
£ ½  
predicates     
by

 
     







   



where the auxiliary predicate
equation

 



 is specified by the following
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to the definition of  
, if the transition starts
in state  ¼ and is labeled with ¼ .
Intuitively,
 ¼   yields true if and only if the expected
input  has been received in state  ¼ strictly before time .




  







More precisely, we define
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This gives the formal specification of the interaction interface . The state transition diagram in Fig. 5 can be gener¾
ated fully automatically from the MSCs.



We will not come back to the question of the automatic generation of state transition diagrams from MSCs in the course
of this paper. This is an issue we plan to investigate in a
forthcoming paper.

4. From interaction interfaces to component
specifications
In this section we introduce the concept of a system component and show how to derive component specifications in
a systematic way from interaction specifications. A relational component specification is given by a predicate




  



 is time guarded. Time guardedness of  is formally
defined as follows:
  ¼ 
  
      ¼ 
2.  is realisable. Realisability of the function  is for1.

 


 





that fulfils a number of simple properties with respect to
time flow. For a component specification we require the
following properties:

which ensures that a component may remain in its state if it
neither receives input, nor produces output at time .
If is an initial state, we also define
  true, and
  false otherwise. This way the transition diagram is translated into a set of inductively defined predicates. As an example consider predicate  , which is defined as follows:


 





Furthermore, we add the disjunctive clause

 





Each predicate like  ,   ,   , etc., specifies the history of inputs and outputs until time point that
corresponds to the respective state of the automaton from
Fig. 5. We do not give the specifications for all state predicates explicitly, since they can be schematically derived
from the state transition diagram as follows. To determine
 that corresponds to state ,
the state predicate
we consider all transitions whose target state is . For each
such transition we add the disjunctive clause



The other predicates are specified in the same style. For a
state predicate like   , we can use existential quantification to denote that in each transition labeled with a
different input value for may occur.
So far we did not consider liveness properties. For the
protocol discussed above the latter are very simple since
each message requires exactly one reply. Moreover, if there
is a conflict, both components have to issue a message in return eventually. These two properties are subsumed by the
following definition:





 



 



mally defined as follows:
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we denote the set of time guarded functions











that are contained pointwise in the function ; then,
formally,

 holds for all input histories   .
The functions are timed guarded, if:
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 is called fully realisable if for all input histories    we
have
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The predicate  characterises those input histories whose
finite prefixes until time point may actually occur on the
channels in  in the interaction between the components E
and Q. The assumption predicate  defines the safety properties that can be assumed for the environment according to
the interaction as described in the interaction interface. The
assumption ¼ formalises the requirement that the complete
input history does occur in an interaction. The requirements that the component Q is supposed to fulfil provided
the assumption holds are formalised with the help of the
auxiliary predicates (for  )





The interaction interface specification defines the set of
possible communication histories for the channels between
the components E and Q. From we deduce the requirements (specifying formulas) for the specifications E and Q.
We demonstrate how to do this only for component Q. For
component E this can be done in a fully symmetric way.
Technically, we show how to decompose the predicate
describing the interaction between the two components
into two predicates for the specification of Q, called the assumption and the commitment . The idea behind this
decomposition can be explained as follows.
The communication histories 
for the channels
in the interaction interface are divided by a restriction of
onto the channels in the sets  and  into an input history
 and an output history   , respectively. In general,
not for every valuation   there exists a communication
history with
such that    . The predicate (for
guarantee) is used to characterise the set of output histories
  that are admitted for the input histories , which fulfil
the assumption .
However, even for input streams   for the component
Q that do not fulfil the assumption (in other words: there
such that
does not exist a communication history 
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for the components involved. We assume for simplicity
that the interface describes the interaction between only two
components called E and Q as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Again, the set of channels connecting the components
E and Q is partitioned into input channels  and output
channels  for the component Q. This leads to component specifications (for simplicity we identify the component names with the names of the specifying predicates)





 




  





that we use to construct the assumption predicate for the
component Q based on the interaction interface specification . We specify them by the following equations (for all
times  ):

to a component specification





holds with   ) the output of the component Q for
the input history may be restricted by the specification. If
holds and some
there exists a valuation  such that
time point  such that      , the output of Q
for the input history must fulfil the requirements expressed
by predicate at least until time point according to our
requirement for time guardedness.
We work with the following predicates (for  )





Only if a component is realisable we can give an implementation without any assumptions about the environment
in which it is used. The critical and in the course of the development decisive step in the decomposition of a system
into subsystems is, after the interaction interface has been
specified, the transition from an interaction interface specification (where again    ,    )











  

which we use to formulate the commitment. The predicate
 is specified as follows
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Note the asymmetry in this definition in the treatment of
and . This is motivated by the requirement of time guardedness. We specify the component Q with the help of the
predicates  , ¼ , and  by the following formula:
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The first part of the formula defines the safety properties
for the component Q. The second part defines the liveness
properties for Q. The second clause may be weakened by
dropping those liveness assumptions the partner component

is supposed to take care of. We will come back to this point
in Section 5.
Note that the predicate ¼ subsumes all the predicates 
since the proposition
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holds. This is a straightforward consequence of the definitions of ¼ and  . However, the reverse direction does not
hold, in general.
Note, moreover, that if the predicate is consistent with
respect to time guardedness we have
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This is easily proved by induction on . This shows that the
pure safety condition
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fulfils the property
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(1)
that indicates that the specification  ¼ is consistent in the
   





sense that for every input history there exists an output history. We prove formula (1) by contradiction. Assume that
formula (1) is false. Then there exists some input history
  and some time point 
such that for all output
histories   we have:





 

 







This is in contradiction to the time guardedness of since
 implies that there exists an input history ¼ , and an

output history ¼ such that the following formula holds:
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By time guardedness we obtain that there also exists an output history ¼¼ such that
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This proves the validity of the formula

     




which is a contradiction to the assumption that formula (1)
is false.
In fact, the step from an interaction interface specification to a component specification can be done in a rather
systematic, canonical way due to the required property of
time guardedness.

As pointed out in Section 3, the computational model
associated with an interaction interface is rather straightforward. A chain    of valuations by finite streams consisting of pairs of histories until the time point is generated. In the -th time interval the output of the components on their output channels can be determined taking
into account only the history   6 . The transition from
an interaction interface to a component specification works
nicely for safety properties. In fact, these can be uniquely
determined for the components, but this does not hold for
the liveness properties. To make the methodological difference between safety and liveness properties precise we give
the following formal characterisation of safety and liveness.
 is called a safety relation for a compoA predicate
nent Q with input histories   and output histories  
if we have the validity of the following equivalence
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 is called a liveness relation for the component Q if (for
all histories   and    )
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Note the asymmetry between the usage of histories and 


















in each of these formulas, which reflects the directedness of
input and output for the component Q. A detailed discussion
of the motivation for these differences is found in [4].

5. Decomposing liveness
The crucial difference between a liveness and a safety
condition in an interaction interface can be explained as follows: for a communication history that violates a safety
condition we can always find a minimal time interval in
which the condition is violated. This way it is always possible to determine precisely which of the components violated
the safety conditions 7.
For liveness conditions the situation is more subtle. If
a liveness condition that is part of an interaction interface
is violated then we cannot always uniquely identify which
of the components is responsible for that violation. This
makes it more difficult to decide how to handle liveness
conditions when deriving component specifications from
interface specifications. In contrast, safety conditions are
uniquely determined for each component by a given interface specification.
In the transition from an interaction interface to an individual component specification the responsibility for safety
6 Note that time guardedness is exactly what guarantees the possibility
of the independence of the choices of the output messages by the component and by its environment.
7 In extreme cases, both components violate the safety conditions independently. Then both behave incorrectly.

properties is obvious. In the -th interval the possible
messages on the channels in  determine the assumption for
the next step and the possible messages on the channels in
 determine the commitment of the current step. Therefore, for a given interaction interface specification all safety
properties can uniquely be decomposed into safety properties for the component Q and for its environment E.
For the liveness properties this is, in principle, also true.
If we have to be prepared to deal with any possible behaviour included in the interaction interface for the other
component then we have to choose the liveness property as
strong as possible. It may be helpful to explain this slightly
more complicated situation by a simple example.
Example 2 (Decomposing Liveness Properties - Clock
Synchronisation) We consider the interaction between two
components representing clocks that from time to time send
a request signal to receive the actual time from the other
clock, say, to refresh their own time. Let us require in the interaction interface description that the time exchange takes
place infinitely often. Of course, this can be achieved either by requiring only for one of the components to send infinitely many requests for time signals or by requiring this
for both. This shows a case where there are several options
to decompose the liveness conditions of the interaction interface into liveness conditions for the components. If this
condition is violated we cannot blame only one of the components for this failure.
A liveness condition for both components that is strong
enough to guarantee the correctness, is, of course, the requirement for each clock to issue a request signal, provided
the other component does not send it up to a certain time
point. However, if we know that the other component definitely follows that strategy the one component needs not
issue any request signal at all. In other words, in a refinement we either have to work with two specifications of
the components that are stronger than needed or we have
to work with a design decision introducing an asymmetry
between the two components by making only one component responsible for a liveness condition. We can do this by
localising the liveness condition for one component when
moving from an interaction interface specification to a com¾
ponent interface specification.
A critical issue in the decomposition of an interaction interface specification into component specifications is, therefore, the decision how to decompose the liveness requirements for the interaction into requirements for the individual components. This actually requires additional design decisions, in general, as illustrated by the example
above. To indicate the freedom in the decisions we define
the canonical liveness predicate associated with the interaction interface specification by the formula
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where is the safety predicate associated with the interface
predicate defined by the following formula:
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The decomposition of the liveness predicate into strongest
predicates  and  for the two components Q and E is
quite straightforward. We specify these liveness predicates
for Q and E, respectively, by the equations:
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However, in general, the predicates "  and " are unnec
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essarily strong as a requirement for both components for
guaranteeing the liveness condition . Usually, they can
¼
¼
be weakened. In particular, every pair 
  of weaker
liveness predicates will do the job provided the following
three formulas hold:
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These requirements essentially say that the two liveness
¼ and ¼ for Q and E guarantee the required
conditions 

global liveness condition included in the interaction interface and for each component at least correct output histories
(with respect to liveness) exist.
In general, the choice of the liveness predicates  and
 obviously leaves freedom to the developer in assigning
the responsibility for certain liveness requirements to one of
the two components taking part in the interaction. Hence,
this step of decomposing liveness requires actually a joint
refinement including a design decision, in general, while for
the safety properties the responsibilities can be canonically
decomposed. When working with independent refinement
we have to work with the strongest liveness conditions 
and  .

"

"

"

"

"

"

6. Refinement of interaction interfaces
For components refinement is simple; it corresponds to
the implication relation. We repeat only the most important
notions of the refinement relation for components in the folis called a (property)
lowing. A component specification
refinement of a component specification  if (for all input
histories   and output histories   ) we have






      




Of course, from a methodological point of view such a refinement only makes sense if it refines a consistent specification into a consistent specification.

6.1. Consistency of Specifications
For a component it is simple to specify consistency. A
component specification is called consistent if it is realisable. A useful refinement always leads from a consistent
specification to a consistent specification. For an interaction interface specification notions of consistency and refinement are not so simple 8 . For components a meaningful refinement of a consistent component specification is required to lead to a consistent component specification that
implies the original one. It does not make sense, however,
to carry over the definition of consistency for components
given above to interaction interface descriptions. Interaction interfaces do only provide scenarios of interaction for
those input patterns that we expect to occur in the interaction. If a certain input history does not occur in the interaction, nothing is fixed about the behaviour in this case for a
component. Therefore, we derive from an interface specification













  

as described in the previous section. In general, we do not
assume that is total or time guarded. A component specification has to be total and time guarded, however. We derive a canonical specification for the component as follows. We require (for all   ):
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By this specification we require that for every input and
every time point for all output histories we have: for all
inputs ¼ which coincide with until time , either ¼ cannot
¼
¼  for all ¼ ) or there exists an outoccur as input 
¼
¼
¼
put with
 that coincides with until time .





 
 





2. separated refinement refines one of the components in
isolation without knowledge of refinement steps for the
other component.
Given two interaction interface specifications (with sets of
channels ,  ,  with    ,    )

  
we call the specification  an I-stable refinement of the
specification  , if for all communication histories 


we have the proposition:









6.2. Refinement Notions for Interface Specifications
A simple and obvious way to handle refinement of interaction interfaces is to base it on component refinement. The
idea is that both components involved in the interaction are
refined either simultaneously or independently. This may
reduce the set of possible interaction histories. However,
we distinguish between two ways to carry out the development and the refinement of the components:
8 Strictly speaking, an interaction interface is consistent, if there is at
least one allowed interaction history.
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a component specification



1. joint refinement considers a simultaneous refinement
of both components involved and therefore simultaneously a refinement of their interaction interface,
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and
is time guarded if  is time guarded. An I-stable
refinement
keeps all the communication histories in the
set of valuations  of the channels in the set  which we can
find in the interface specification  . Hence it allows for
an individual refinement of the component Q, where Q is
specified as in the previous chapter.
Refinement is generally based on the idea that the specification of the behaviour of a component contains some
underspecification. Underspecification means that the behaviour is not uniquely determined but leaves some freedom
of choice for the output for a given input. Operationally
speaking the behaviour is nondeterministic. For an interaction specification we may define underspecification as follows: the interface specification is underspecified with respect to the component Q if for certain input histories  
¼   such that
there are several distinct output histories











      ¼
In other words, for the input  the component Q is free to
react by the output history  or by  ¼ . So it is a reasonable
refinement step for Q to go from the specification  to an
interface specification  ¼ that holds only for channel valuations   but not for the valuation   ¼ . However, such a
step has another consequence. After carrying out this step,
the output history  ¼ may no longer occur as a communication history in  ¼ . Therefore, this step makes the specifica



tion for the component Q stronger but the requirements for
the component E weaker since E has no longer to deal with
the input history ¼ .
Whether this idea of refinement is appropriate depends
on the way interaction specifications are used in a systematic, methodologically well-defined way. If an interaction



specification defines the way two components interact such
that they can be specified and implemented independently,
then the concept of refinement makes only sense if it keeps
the whole spectrum of possible behaviours for both components. If the interaction specification is to be refined as
such in a joint refinement, we may gain more freedom in
the refinement.
is called a genThe interaction interface specification
eral refinement of the specification  for a set of channels
decomposed into  and  if
is both I- and O-stable.
A general refinement is a special case of an independent refinement of both components.
A way to carry out a refinement of interface specifications is zig-zag refinement. In zig-zag-refinement, we start
with an I-stable refinement. Then we do an O-stable refinement. Then we repeat an I-stable refinement and so on, until
no further refinement is possible or appropriate. This way
the refinement of the two components is mutually dependent. This dependency is not surprising. If we restrict the
set of possible output histories of one component the set of
input to which the other component is supposed to react in
a controlled way is reduced. This implies additional freedom for the second component. Zig-zag-refinement corresponds to independent refinement where the two design
teams refining E and Q independently exchange their current specification after a while. This leaves room for further
refinements. Zig-zag refinement is a special case of joint refinement. If we perform an O-stable refinement, then for the
component with input channels I and output channels O we
obtain a more liberal safety condition, in general, since certain input may no longer occur and therefore the assumption
is strengthened. This way we may relax the requirements
for a component (resulting in an “anti-refinement”).







7. Realisability
The conditions of time guardedness guarantee the independent choice of input and output. They, however, are not
strong enough to guarantee the realisability of the components. The concept of realisability for interaction interfaces
is introduced in this section. To guarantee realisability of
the component specifications derived from an interaction
specification we have to require, in addition, realisability
conditions for the components requiring the validity of the
¼ and ¼ . A component specification
liveness predicates 

can only be implemented if it is consistent, namely if for
every input history there exists an output history such
that
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But in addition to consistency we can implement a component (without additional assumptions about the environment) only if there is a way (we speak of a strategy) to fulfil

the liveness conditions in the interaction between the component and its environment.
We have introduced the notion of realisability only for
component specifications so far. Realisability can be defined and has to be studied also for interaction interfaces.

realisable if
We call an interaction interface 
there exist time guarded functions
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 is called fully realisable if there exist specifications Q and
E such that
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This implies that for the component Q (let the decomposition of the channels into channels  and  be as before),
if there exists a time guarded function









   , we have
        

such that











 



Then for every feasible input history for the component Q
 that fulfils the
the function yields an output history
requirements that are induced by the interaction interface
specification . Realisability essentially means that there
exists a strategy for the component specified by Q (and also
for E) to react to input messages step by step by output messages such that the infinite stream generated this way fulfils
the liveness requirements. Obviously not every interface
specification is realisable. This means that we cannot always find an implementation for a component given an interaction interface specification. A typical example would
be the following interface specification




 





 

 

Both component specifications deduced canonically from
this interaction interface are not realisable. The reason is
that both components cannot predict in the -th time interval
the output of the partner component while preparing their
own output of the -th time interval. However, in this case,
there is trivially a joint refinement of leading to an interaction interface that is realisable. Therefore, in contrast to
component specifications the notion of realisability is not
monotonic with respect to interaction specification refinement.



8. Conclusion
In the design of distributed systems it is often more suggestive to describe the interaction between the components
at least for representative cases before we describe the components themselves. The reason is that the interaction captures the essential idea of a system decomposition. Interaction interfaces support this method of proceeding. A pragmatic description of interaction interfaces used widely in
practice are MSCs (see [9]) that are perhaps more suggestive and easier to comprehend than logical predicates. They
are more restricted and less expressive, however, than our
interaction predicates, since they provide only sample behaviours and not a complete description of all possible behaviours of the components involved. There are some interesting similarities between the interaction interfaces investigated here, and the protocol and actor classes of ROOM
[10]. Protocol classes basically serve the purpose of defining syntactically the set of messages that a pair of components may exchange via two of their connecting ports,
while actor classes define the behavior, in particular, the
communication sequences, exhibited by actors. [10] also
suggests to derive protocol classes and actor behavior - at
least partially - from scenarios captured during early design
phases. However, because the precise relationship between
scenarios and complete actor behavior is left unspecified in
ROOM, the former’s integration into the design process is
rather loose. Interaction interfaces, too, entail the syntactic
definition of the messages exchanged by the components
under consideration. In addition, as we have shown above,
it is - to a large extent - straightforward to integrate stateoriented descriptions of component behavior, and interaction interfaces. This stems, in part, from the fact that the
latter are not restricted to representing scenarios as (finite)
communication sequences; instead, they allow the designer
to describe the complete interaction behavior among a set
of components. From this we conclude that in order to integrate graphical description techniques for component interaction, such as MSCs, seamlessly into an overall software
development process, their syntax and semantics should be
defined such that it allows an easy transition from (incomplete) scenarios to complete interaction descriptions. It is
a further interesting question, how, given a finite set of instances of interactions, represented for example in terms of
MSCs, we can deduce a logical interaction interface specification. This question needs further investigations and experiments.
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